
ART On Thursday 13th May, we celebrate National Numeracy Day. So this months 
Art Challenge is to produce a piece of artwork where you have had to use one or 
more of the following numeracy skills:
Ratio, Perspective, Enlargement, Symmetry, Tessellation, Construction
or Cubism.
When submitting your work, you should include a brief summary of the 
numeracy skills you have used.
Please hand in your entries to Mrs Waller by Friday 28th May.
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BUSINESS The pandemic has upended the way people buy - online retail has soared as 
high-street shops close. Watch this YouTube clip from the economist about 
the future of shopping.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ad-GuV6YIMI

DT Make – How to fold 3 of the best paper aeroplanes in the world!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dbmsdprJoA

MATHS It is important that when you have exams that you are as prepared as you 
can be and that you use all the time available to check your work; sometimes 
ideas can appear from nowhere providing you have time to do it; be resilient. 
Watch this funny clip of Mr Bean completing a Maths exam and it all goes 
wrong for him - fail to prepare, prepare to fail.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LhLjpsstPY

HISTORY Read 'Boy in the Striped Pyjamas' to go alongside your study of 'Nazi 
Germany’ 

MFL Watch - Please look through the foreign languages content on Netflix as 
there are many excellent series and films to choose from. Remember, check 
the age certificate and ensure your parent/carer gives you permission.

Watching foreign language series and films is a great way to tune your ear to 
the language, develop your vocabulary and also explore different cultures.

PE Watch - BBC iPlayer - Driven: The Billy Monger Story
Follow the remarkable story of 18 year old Billy Monger, one of Britain's most 
exciting young racing drivers, who in April 2017 was involved in a devastating 
crash, resulting in the amputation of his legs. Incredibly, soon after his 
accident, Billy resolved to get back to racing, in the hope of becoming the 
first ever double amputee to race competitively in a single-seater racing car.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p06qx4gt/driven-the-billy-monger-
story

RS To support our lessons on sexuality and attitudes towards same sex 
relationships, why not watch the film Pride? This is based on a true story 
when gay activist Mark Ashton was watching the news about the miners' 
strike in the 1980s and realises that the police have stopped harassing the 
gay community because their attention was elsewhere. He spontaneously 
arranges a bucket collection for the miners during the Gay Pride Parade in 
London. Encouraged by the success, he founds "Lesbians and Gays Support 
the Miners'. The film shares their journey and the prejudices they faced.
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